Abstract-We present a relevance feedback based browsing methodology using different representations for time series data. The outperforming representation type, e.g., among dual-tree complex wavelet transformation, Fourier, symbolic aggregate approximation (SAX), is learned based on user annotations of the presented query results with representation feedback. We present the use of autoencoder type neural networks to summarize time series or its representations into sparse vectors, which serves as another representation learned from the data. Experiments on 85 real data sets confirm that diversity in the result set increases precision, representation feedback incorporates item diversity and helps to identify the appropriate representation. The results also illustrate that the autoencoders can enhance the base representations, and achieve comparably accurate results with reduced data sizes.
INTRODUCTION
P ROCESSES that record data with respect to time are common in many applications ranging from finance to healthcare. A time series is an array of data elements with such temporal association. Large amounts of time series data need to be browsed and analyzed taking temporal relations into account. Typical analytics tasks over time series include browsing, classification, clustering, and forecasting. These tasks usually begin with identifying a representation that aims to link the end purpose of the application and the properties of the time series. Various representations have been proposed to transform the time series, each with a different perspective to meet the requirements of different applications, user intents, and data properties. A class of representations, such as piecewise aggregate approximation (PAA) and symbolic aggregate approximation (SAX), are used to identify features in the time domain, while others, including discrete Fourier transform (DFT) and discrete wavelet transform (DWT), involve frequency domain properties dealing with the periodic components in the series.
After the time series is transformed, measures of similarity are used for analytics tasks. One of them is browsing, where users seek similar time series items from a database by issuing a representative query, such as searching on-line advertisements with similar view patterns with respect to a specific product, stocks that are related in terms of price relative to the stock of choice, regions with similar earthquake event patterns to the city of interest. A multitude of similarity measures (from L p norms to dynamic time warping (DTW), etc.) has been proposed ( [1] , [2] , [3] ). Indexing methods for similarity queries have also generated extensive interest in the community given the computational load of the algorithms [4] .
Even though time series retrieval has been studied widely, there is much less work in utilizing relevance feedback (RF) for time series, which has enjoyed a great deal of attention in information retrieval. In RF, a set of data items is retrieved as a result of an initial query by example, and presented to the user for evaluation. The informal goal is to present the right set of initial results that maximize the information return, as opposed to a theoretically top matching set, to correctly model the user intent for the subsequent retrieval iterations. We have considered time-series retrieval with diversity based relevance feedback in our PVLDB paper [5] . Information retrieval and machine learning concepts are adapted to time series with representations that capture the temporal relations. Given the initial result set, the user annotates the items for the next round and the search process continues to eventually find the particular series of interest.
The user annotation can be further exploited to infer the suitable representations for the current user utility, by populating the result set with matching results using different representations. Based on the feedback, the number of items from better performing representations is increased in the following rounds to converge to the representation(s) which maximizes the user utility. Representation feedback is useful to serve different user groups requiring different representations and in dynamic databases where the properties of the data are changing.
We expand the methodology used in prior work by adopting autoencoder neural networks to extract sparser representations of the time series. The method aims to identify appropriate parts of representation(s) with reduced data sizes. Autoencoders can also be effective in combining multiple representations and selecting relevant features from best performing representations by analyzing the dataset. We assess the potential of autoencoders use for time series data in this retrieval context. One can use similar deep network techniques to learn and identify accurate representations by analyzing large and diverse time series datasets. These general networks can also be trained to specific tasks, e.g., stock analysis where patterns are identified with years of human expertise.
The contributions of our work are the following:
We utilize different time series representations for RF to capture a variety of global and local information. The performance of RF is enhanced by using diversity in the result set. A mechanism for on-thefly representation selection based on exploiting the feedback is presented. We utilize autoencoders to decrease the complexity of the overall features and extract useful data aware features. A representation map is learned from the data and can be used in other time series tasks. The presented approach exploits the advantages of RF and diversification, and illustrates a potential use of autoencoder type networks in time series retrieval. We perform experiments using 85 real data sets, and provide insights on the performance of RF, autoencoders, and diversity to improve time series retrieval. We discuss the performance of the developed methods under different data properties. Experimental results show 0.23 point increase in precision averaged over all four representations, with 0.48 point increase in specific cases in the third round of RF. Introducing diversity into RF increases average precision by 6.3 percent relative to RF with no transformations and 2.5 percent relative to the RF using the proposed representation. Results also show that the representation feedback method implicitly incorporates item diversity and converges to the better performing representation, confirming it to be an effective way to handle changing data properties and different user preferences.
Experiments with the autoencoders present runtime performance increases of around 6-9x due to reduced total data volume with a mild degradation in the average precision. We have also observed that in some challenging data cases, where the precision is low, the accuracy improves when using autoencoders, which is encouraging to further pursue this approach.
RELATED WORK
Significant work on relevance feedback has been performed in the information retrieval community ( [6] , [7] , [8] ). RF has also been used in the image and multimedia retrieval applications ( [9] , [10] , [11] ). Some studies pose the RF problem as a classification task and propose solutions within this context [12] , [13] .
Combining relevance and diversity for ranking text documents using Maximal Marginal Relevance (MMR) objective function aims to reduce redundancy in the result set while maintaining relevance to the query [14] . There are recent studies which analyze MMR type diversification and provide efficient algorithms for finding the novel subset [15] . Ambiguity in queries and redundancy in retrieved documents have been studied in the literature also focusing on objective evaluation functions [16] . Expected maximization is used to generate diverse results in web search applications [17] . Scalable diversification methods for large datasets are developed using MapReduce [18] . Xu et al. propose using relevance, diversity and density measures together for ranking documents within an active learning setting [19] . Diverse results have been reported to increase user satisfaction for answering ambiguous web queries [20] and for improving personalized web search accuracy [21] . Graph based diversity measures for multi-dimensional data has been proposed in [22] .
Top-k retrieval has been studied also as a machine learning problem to rank documents according to user behavior from analyzing implicit feedbacks like click logs. A Bayesian based method is proposed as an active exploration strategy (instead of naive selection methods) so that user interactions are more useful for training the ranking system [23] . A diverse ranking for documents is suggested to maximize the probability that new users will find at least one relevant document [24] . There is recent interest to address the biases (e.g., presentation bias where initial ranking strongly influences the number of clicks the result receives) in implicit feedbacks using a weighted SVM approach [25] . We also note some studies concentrating on ways to balance diversity and relevance while learning ranks of documents ( [26] , [27] ). One can approach the result set selection problem using active learning where the main aim is to label parts of the dataset as efficiently as possible for classification of any data item in the dataset. There is a variety of techniques each with a different perspective such as minimization of uncertainty concerning output values, model parameters and decision boundaries of the machine learning method [28] .
Time series data mining research has immense literature on methods for representations, similarity measures, indexing, and pattern discovery [29] . Besides using geometric distances on coefficients [30] , dynamic time warping and other elastic measures are used to identify similarities between time series due to non-aligned data ( [1] , [3] , [31] ). Contrary to its popularity in the information retrieval, RF and diversification have not attracted enough attention in the time series community. Representation of time series with line segments along with weights associated to the related segments and explicit definition of global distortions have been used in time series relevance feedback [32] , [33] . We have addressed representation feedback for time series retrieval with diversification [5] .
Autoencoder neural networks formulate an unsupervised learning that uses the input data as the output variable to be learned [34] . The network structure and the training objectives force the outcome to be a sparse representation of the input data. It has attracted a renewed interest lately with deep network approaches generally utilizing restricted Boltzmann machines [35] . There has been recent work done on time series visualization utilizing autoencoder structures [36] . Time series forecasting with neural networks is reported to be advantageous even with relatively small data cases [37] .
METHOD

Problem Definition
We consider a database, TSDB, of N time series: TSDB ¼ fTS 1 ; TS 2 ; . . . ; TS N g. Each item of TSDB: TS i , is a vector of real numbers which can be of different size, i.e. TS i ¼ ½TS i ð1Þ; TS i ð2Þ; . . . ; TS i ðL i Þ where L i is the length of a particular TS i . Given a query, TS q (not necessarily in TSDB), the problem is to find a result set (a subset of TSDB) of k time series that will satisfy the expectation of the user. Since we formulate the solution in an RF setting, the user is directed for a binary feedback by annotating the items in the result set as relevant or irrelevant.
Diverse Relevance Feedback for Time Series
Relevance feedback mechanisms iteratively increase retrieval accuracy and user satisfaction based on user's annotation of the relevance of each round of results. Fig. 1 illustrates a basic feedback mechanism where items that are more relevant are presented in the successive rounds. The first step is the transformation of the time series into a representation to capture relevant features, optionally with a normalization procedure such as unit-norm or zero-mean. Given an initial time series query (TS q ), the relevant transformation is applied and a transformed query vector, q, is found. T i denotes the transformed TS i according to a transformation (F ), i.e., T i ¼ FðTS i Þ.
The representation selected needs to be compatible both with the data and the user intention. For example, if the user desires to retrieve data with specific periods like weekly patterns, frequency domain approaches like DFT can serve the purpose. Shift invariant and length independent representations are advantageous to handle time offsets between the series and varying sized series. Transforms that help compare local and global properties of time series items would be expected to be functional for diversity based browsing. Following these observations, we focus on representations based on wavelet transform and SAX, in addition to Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), and the raw time series as a baseline in our experiments. FFT is a computationally optimized version of DFT with the same numerical outputs. Experiments with four different representations provide insights on how different types of representation work with RF and how they affect the precision for different datasets.
SAX translates the time series into a string of elements from a fixed alphabet, enabling the use of string manipulation techniques. Subsequently, a post-processing method is utilized which converts the SAX string into a matrix (SAX-bitmap image in the visualization context) by counting the different substrings of various lengths included in the whole string [38] . SAX-bitmap is reported to be useful in extracting sub-patterns in the time series and is a perceptually appropriate representation for humans in visualizing and interpreting time series. In this context, we use it as a transformation of the time series to a vector, effectively counting the number of different local signatures, which is then used with different distance measures for similarity retrieval. The level of the representation (L) corresponds to the length of the local patterns in the SAX representation. The length of the SAX-bitmap vector is M L , (M is the number of symbols used in the SAX process) and is independent of the time series length (L i ). SAX divides the series into blocks inherently extracting local features of the time series which is useful for diverse retrieval methods. The total number of occurrences gives information about the global features as well.
Wavelet transform is a time-frequency representation used extensively in image and time series processing. Wavelet transformed data (scaleogram) provides frequency content of the signal for different time durations. The transform extracts low-pass features (relatively slow varying components) giving an averaged version of the overall series and high pass features (components relatively fast varying) which are related to jumps and spikes in the series. Down-sampling of the series along the branches of the process allows the transform to extract information from different scales of the data. Representation level (L) in wavelet controls the amount of detail in the low pass and high pass regions. Dual-tree complex wavelet transform (named due to two parallel filter banks in the process) is relatively shift-invariant with respect to other flavors of the algorithm which is a reason behind its selection for this study [39] . As a summary, CWT decomposes the time series into local patterns in both time and frequency with different scales and can help for diversity as different subsets of the information given by the transformation provide different perspectives of the data.
Top-k retrieval identifies k results ranked according to a measure of relevance to q. A traditional assumption in nearest neighbor retrieval is that the distribution of the user interest is around the query decaying with the distance to q. However, there can be data points close to the query in the theoretical sense yet not related because of the distribution of the user interest. RF techniques analyze the distribution around the query point with a limited number of user annotated data items. After each iteration of RF, the user is given the opportunity to evaluate the resultant items presented by the system. A variety of different techniques can be utilized for the feedback mechanism, such as Rocchio's algorithm ( [6] ) which moves the query point in space closer to the relevant items. It is among the early RF methods, recently considered with different variants [40] , [41] , [42] . We have adapted a modified version of Rocchio's algorithm.
Equation (1) details the procedure (Algorithm 1 Line 19) where Rel and Irrel denote the set of items classified relevant and irrelevant respectively by the user.
Irrel i :
(1) The original query affects the results of the newly formed query via Equation (2), since they are combined to calculate the distances for ranking the data items. We have also experimented with a Rocchio algorithm which directly replaces the original query at each iteration and found that the modified version performs better. The RF mechanism forms new queries or modifies the initial query in the next iterations for retrieving the similar time series items from the database.
where r is the RF iteration number:
We present an example to illustrate the mechanics of the query relocation in Fig. 2 and to discuss the potential advantages of utilizing diverse results. We have plotted three different classes of data (using three normal distributions with different means, each representing a user's or a group of users' interest) and queries of two extreme cases: Q 1 query on the boundary in terms of user interests and a Q 2 query near to the main relevant set. These queries are moved to revised points (or the effect of using new queries translates to this effect via Equation (2) If nearest neighbor (NN) retrieval is used, the result can be a degenerate list with too little variation and limited information about the user intentions since Q 1 and Q 2 are already known. If one provides a larger radius around the query, which samples the region around the query, the displacement of the vectors from their original location will be higher. On the other hand, over-diversification of the results, causing very few relevant items finding a spot in the result set, will hinder and lower the accuracy of the next phase of user annotation. A probabilistic explanation to this intuition is given in Section 3.2.2.
To diversify the top-k results, we consider two methods: maximum marginal relevance (MMR) and cluster based diversity. MMR (Algorithm 1 Line 12) merges the distance of the tested data item to both the query and to the other items already in the relevant set as given in Equation (3) and a greedy heuristic is used until a specific number of items is selected from the dataset. Dist can be any distance function of choice. When is 1, the DivDist collapses to an NN case and the result becomes a mere top-k set. When decreases, the importance of the distance to the initial query decreases giving an end result set of more diverse items which are also related to the query. The second term of the DivDist involves pairwise comparisons of data points in the database which is independent of the query and is performed repetitively for each query. To decrease the running time, we use a look-up table that stores all the possible pairwise distances calculated off-line once at the beginning for the particular database.
Cluster Based Diversity (CBD) method uses a different approach than the optimization criteria as given in Equation (3). The method is inspired by [43] which proposes a clustering based method for finding best representatives of a data set. This method (Algorithm 1 Line 14) retrieves Topa k elements (a ! 1) with an NN approach and then clusters the ak elements into k clusters. a controls the diversity desired where increasing a increases the diversity of the result set and a ¼ 1 case corresponds to NN case. We implement the k-means algorithm for the clustering phase. The data points nearest to the cluster centers are chosen as the representative points presented to the user. An advantage of CBD is that the tuning parameter a is intuitive and the results are relatively predictable. The method for diversification can be tailored with respect to the methods used for searching and learning the user feedback. For example, one can utilize a support vector machine (SVM) binary classifier to learn the relevant/ irrelevant sets instead of the distance based ranking method. In this case, figuring out the cluster centers as in the CBD method would likely perform worse since SVM classifier tries to learn the boundaries of the classes and would benefit from annotations around these boundaries. Whereas, NN-like distance based models with query movement mechanism would benefit more by learning the centroids of the relevant data with low uncertainty.
Algorithmic Complexity
We present the algorithmic complexity of the retrieval methods in terms of N (the number of time series in database), L (the length of time series or representation), and k (the number of requested items). The NN based retrieval first calculates distances to all items in dataset (OðNLÞ) and finds k nearest items (OðkNÞ) which corresponds to a total complexity of OðNðL þ kÞÞ ¼ OðNÞ.
For the MMR case we have two possibilities with respect to Equation (3):
Without memoization: Distance calculations to all items in the dataset (OðNLÞ), distance calculations for relevant set items (OðN Á L Á ðk À 1Þ Á ðk À 2Þ=2Þ ¼ OðNLk 2 ), finding the minimum distance element k times (OðkNÞ) with an overall complexity of OðNL ð1 þ k 2 ÞÞ ¼ OðNÞ. With memoization: Distance calculations to all items in the dataset (OðNLÞ), distance calculations from lookup table for relevant set items (Oððk À 1Þ Á ðkÀ 2Þ=2Þ ¼ Oðk 2 ), finding the minimum distance element k times (OðkNÞ) with an overall complexity of OðN Á ðL þ kÞÞ ¼ OðNÞ (where NL ) k 2 ). For the CBD case, we first find ak nearest neighbors (OðNðL þ akÞ) and cluster the results. K-means clustering (based on Lloyd's which has a limit i for the number of iterations) is considered OðNkLiÞ ¼ OðNkLÞ algorithm. The total complexity for CBD case is OðNðL þ ak þ LkiÞÞ ¼ OðNÞ.
Illustrative Analysis of Diverse Retrieval
We now present an illustration of the intuition behind using diversity in the RF context. Given a query, q, we retrieve a top-k list using NN with the last element d distance away from the query. Fig. 3 illustrates the relevant set, R $ N ð0; s 2 Þ and the irrelevant set, IR $ N ðm; s 2 Þ assuming Gaussian distributions for both.
If
We can then define and calculate the precision for the query as:
This formula follows the general fact that if R and IR are separable (m is very large) or if the query point is near the mean of R precision will be high. We also observe that the performance is dependent on the accuracy of the known model (i.e., the R and IR distributions) itself. We learn the model of the relevant set in the RF setting by modifying the query according to the feedback from the user. Consider a simplified RF model that forms the query for the next iteration (q 2 ) as the average of all the relevant items, i.e.:
A diverse set of points around q would span a larger distance (dd) around the query, which is also shown in Fig. 3 . In this case we get a modified q 0 2 from the relevance feedback as:
Diversity ensures q 0 2 < q 2 which increases our understanding of the relevant data distribution and consequently the query precision via Equation (5) . If the precision is already high (i.e., if R and IR are well separated or the query is not near the R and IR boundary), then the precision increase due to diversity will not be significant.
Representation Feedback
The choice of representation is a fundamental challenge in time series retrieval. Many different approaches for time series representation have been proposed in the research community for different cases. For a fixed goal of analysis over static data, one can perform off-line experiments with different representations and choose the representation according to the given performance criteria. This would not work for dynamic data. Moreover, a single predetermined representation may not be suitable for all the users of the system even for static databases. For example, a group of users may be interested in time domain features while another group may focus on frequency domain properties. A unified time series representation appropriate for all applications and user intentions is hard to reach. The user feedback can be utilized to select the appropriate representation(s) based on the presented results. For this purpose, we initially retrieve the similar items based on different representations. The result set is partitioned according to each representation's performance with the aim of identifying best performing representation or the best combination of representations. The overview of the representation feedback algorithm is given in Algorithm 2. This method is used in conjunction with query modification in each iteration. The benefit of fusing different time series representations is to reach an aggregate expressive power from each representation, with implicit diversification to improve the RF performance.
The value k (given in Algorithm 2 Line 4) is divided into k i values (where the sum of k i s add up to k), each regulating the share of different representations in the final result set. An equal distribution can be selected in the first round of RF. Any prior knowledge (e.g., by learning from user logs) about the performance of the representations can be used to estimate the initial k i values.
The initial set is populated by top matching k i items from each of the representations, using any of the NN, MMR or CBD retrieval methods (Algorithm 2 Lines 7-10). After the evaluation of the presented set by the user, k i values are updated (in Algorithm 2 Line 18) according to the accuracy of the related representation. The starting value and update of the k i partitions are given Initialization :
where r is number of representations Update :
k i ¼ Number of relevant items from representation i Number of relevant items 8i r:
Time Series RF Using Autoencoders
Autoencoders have been proposed in machine learning as a structure to learn and transform the input data into a set of important parameters from which the original data is synthesized back. In this respect, autoencoders are a good candidate to extract useful data-oriented features which are also low-dimensional. One can utilize autoencoders for two important prospects in time series: choosing and blending different time series representations, and reducing the already extracted set of features to important features. Since the autoencoder model does not need any teacher who dictates the class of the time series, this unsupervised learning method can be applied for RF based time-series retrieval achieving the two goals via an analysis of the dataset.
Autoencoders are implemented using neural networks, defined by the layers of neurons stacked on top of each other which can be connected in different configurations. Each artificial neuron is composed of a weighted summation unit, summing all the signals in its input and an activation function (s) which is generally chosen as a non-linear function. A class of neural networks called multilayer perceptron (MLP) which has at least three layers (an input and output layer, one or multiple hidden layers) is constructed of fully interconnected neurons. The topology and the number of nodes in the network determine the space of possible learnable functions whereas the weights between nodes after the training phase defines the exact functionality of the network. Time series data is used in the autoencoder network both as input and output where the input data is first 'encoded' to a new representation space z (z ¼ H encoder ðTS i Þ) and then decoded using the encoded values to the final output (TS 0 i ¼ H decoder ðzÞ). The criteria for a learned model and representation is defined by a loss function of choice based on the data and application which is usually the discrepancy between the data and its generated counterpart. Although replicating the input time series instead of classification or ranking may not be considered a good learning target, the useful and important product of autoencoders is the encoded data, z, which identifies key structures within the data. This process, which can also be considered as a non-linear dimension reduction determining local and global features, encodes the raw or transformed time series data into a sparse vector to be used in the RF based retrieval framework. Autoencoder essentially learns a data aware representation, and reduces the length of the time series which will decrease the runtime of the retrieval process. It also enables combining of different transformations and identifying important features from different representations if used with multiple representations. The overall algorithm is presented in Algorithm 3.
We employ an MLP based autoencoder network whose configuration is provided in Fig. 4 where TS i is the input time series and TS 0 i is the synthesized series using the encoded values (z) in the hidden layer. Constraining the number of neurons in the encoder (hidden) layer to be considerably less than the input layer forces the model to learn a subset of important features within the data. We denote the parameter u < 1 (defined in Algorithm 3 Line 8) as the ratio of the number of neurons in the encoder to the number of input layer neurons to quantify compression ratio.
We aim to minimize the difference between original and regenerated counterparts (ðTS i À TS is carried out by backpropagation which is a gradient descent based optimization technique used widely in training neural networks. We also include regularization parameters to the cost function used in the optimization process so that each neuron in the hidden layer activates with respect to a group of time series specializing to specific features present in this particular group. The result of the training phase provides us the weight matrix which characterizes the encoder functionality H encoder . After the training phase, the time series database and queries are encoded into the newly learned representation using the weight matrix (Algorithm 3 Line 15-18) and the retrieval phase with the diversity achieving methods can be executed without any change.
The database (TSDB in Algorithm 3 Line 6) can be constituted of the following: time series (TS), transformation (FFT, CWT, SAX, etc.) of time series, a combination of time series and/or its representation (e.g., TS, FFT, CWT features concatenated). If a combination is used the system can extract different perspectives from multiple representations from the data similar to the representation feedback process in Section 3.3.
The initial size of time series database, N Á L is reduced to N Á L Á u after the encoding process which changes the values of the coefficients in the computational complexity given in Section 3.2. This proportional decrease is achieved both in terms of computational load and memory.
EXPERIMENTS
We evaluate the performance of the methods with experiments on 85 real data sets, all data currently available in the UCR time series repository [44] . The data sets used with their respective properties are provided in Table 1 . Since we have an unsupervised application, the training and test datasets are combined to increase the size of the data sets. The numbering of the datasets in this paper is according to the numbering given in the table. The number of classes within the data sets varies from 2 to 60, lengths of the time series (L) in the data sets vary from 24 to 2709, the size (number of time series N) of the data sets vary from 40 to 16,637. 
Experimental Setting
We first transform all the time series data to CWT, SAX and FFT. SAX parameters are N ¼ L i , n ¼ d Since the objective of this study is not to find solutions for specific cases and we aim to enhance RF via diverse results for general cases, we did not fine tune parameters, we used the same set of parameters for all the data sets for an impartial treatment.
In the experiments, we explored 5 different methods of top-k retrieval:nearest neighbor (NN), MMR with ¼ ½0:5; 1; 1 (MMR 1 ), MMR with ¼ ½0:5; 0:75; 1 (MMR 2 ), CBD with a ¼ ½3; 1; 1 (CBD 1 ) and CBD with a ¼ ½3; 2; 1 (CBD 2 ). In the stated configuration, we explore the effects of diversification on the accuracy by varying the level of diversification in different iterations. We note that MMR 2 and CBD 2 cases decrease the diversity in a more graceful way whereas MMR 1 and CBD 1 go directly to NN case after the initial iteration. We did not try to optimize the parameters ( and a) of the diversification schemes and the values present themselves as mere intuitive estimates. We implemented a unit normalization method for each dataset and used cosine distance for all the experiments.
We implemented the method given in [33] to compare the performance of our algorithms. This method uses a piecewise linear approximation (PLA-RF) for time series and associates a weight for each part of the series when calculating the distances to query. These weights are modified in each iteration of feedback according to the user feedback.
In the experiments, we model the user to seek similar time series from the same class in the dataset. Under this model, the class of the series is used to generate relevant/ irrelevant user feedback after each RF iteration. Items in the result set which are of the same class as the query are considered relevant and vice versa. The experiments were performed on a leave-one-out basis such that we use each and every time series in the database as a query and RF is executed with the related parameters using the database excluding the query itself. Accuracy is defined by precision value based on the classes of the retrieved top-k set. Precision for the query is calculated using the resultant top-k list and the averaged precision over all the time series in the database is considered as the final performance criteria which are defined below:
Query PrecisionðT q Þ ¼ 1 10
Query PrecisionðT q Þ where dðiÞ ¼ 1 if class of T q is equal to class of R i 0 otherwise :
Experimental Results and Discussions
Results for Diversity
The experimental results for diversity in the result set are given in Fig. 5 for all the data sets. Each row in the figure corresponds to one of five retrieval methods and each column corresponds to the representation (TS, CWT, SAX, and FFT) used. In each individual graph, the average precision in different RF iterations is plotted with the data set number given in x-axis. We present an aggregate result here to summarize the results. We calculated the precision (scaled to 100) difference between different rounds and the first round of RF for a particular representation, method and data set (4 representations x 5 methods x 85 data sets = total 5100 cases). Histogram of the resulting improvements is provided in Fig. 6 . Differences in precision (averaged over all cases) are provided in Table 2 to quantify the performance increase with the use of diverse RF. We also performed a t-test between the average values given in the table and a zero mean distribution to verify the statistical significance of the improvement. The p-values, in the range of 10 À110 , are notably smaller than 0.05 which is considered as a threshold for significance. RF with the configurations given in this study improves accuracy in all cases without any dependence of data type or data representation and it provides significant benefits with 0.50 point precision increases in some cases. We also note that the proposed methods outperform the state of the art. Since the experiments produced large amount of results (given the number of time series data types, representations, top-k retrieval methods), for illustrative purposes, we consider a reference case where the time series without any transformation and NN only method is used. Accordingly, for each RF round and each data set, the accuracy results are normalized to a total 100 with respect to the base case for that particular data set and RF round. Fig. 7 shows the normalized results averaged over all the experimental cases. CWT based representation outperformed FFT, SAX and the time series without any transformation (TS) in nearly all cases. We note that representation parameters are not optimized and different results may be achieved by further optimizing transformation parameters. We did not perform such rigorous testing since it would divert us from the main focus of the study. However, CWT performed better consistently with no need of parameter optimization.
Although NN achieves the best performance in the first iterations of RF as expected, introducing diversity in the first iteration leads to a jump in RF performance exceeding NN in nearly all the cases. In RF round 3, CBD 2 , the best performing method, adds 6.3 percent (p-value < 0:05) improvement over the reference case and 2.5 percent (p-value < 0:05) over the case which uses NN method with CWT. Diversity increases its effect further in the third rounds where NN is outperformed even in more cases with similar performance advancements. We also note that CBD 1 and CBD 2 ) perform best in second and third iterations respectively. This also underlines the enhancement in performance due to increased diversity if the number of iterations increases. We also investigated the relation between cluster separability within the dataset and the improvements due to diversity. For this purpose, we calculated a separability score for each data set by using a k-means classifier and the average accuracy of the classifier is considered as the separability of the data set. This score, which is in the range 0 À 1, essentially quantifies the separability of the classes where a score closer to 1 means easily classifiable datasets. We plot the normalized precision described in the previous paragraphs against the purity of the related dataset with the corresponding linear fit in Fig. 8 . Effect of diversity is not significant where classes are already separable (datasets with purity in the range ½0:75; 1) which is inline with our expectations. Positive effect of diverse retrieval increases when the classes are more interleaved which is the harder case in terms of system performance.
Performance of Representation Feedback Method
We have experimented with the proposed representation feedback method and we summarize the results for its use in conjunction with item diversity. Results of normalized performance with respect to the baseline (NN method in the first round of RF) averaged over all the data sets are given in Fig. 9 . We note that, in contrary to our item-only diverse RF method results provided in the previous section, pure NN retrieval achieves similar performance when top-k partitioning representation feedback is used. We associate this difference in results with the observation that data items retrieved from different representations implicitly provide a diverse result set which improves the performance of RF without the need for further item diversity.
We also compare top-k partitioning representation feedback with the best performing method found in the item diversity experiments in Fig. 10 . The figure illustrates that our principle aim is achieved by the method and as the RF process evolves with subsequent iterations the system converges to the best performing representation. Pure NN retrieval is used in this comparison, since it performed similarly to the other diverse retrieval methods when used in combination with representation feedback.
Results for Diverse RF Using Autoencoder
We execute the same experimental setup, using TS, CWT, SAX representations and NN, MMR 1 , MMR 2 , CBD 1 , CBD 2 methods to evaluate the RF system with autoencoders. Additionally, we also experimented on the combination of all the representations (TOTAL) as the input to the system.
We have varied the sparsity index u 2 ½3; 6; 9 to observe the effects of compression on the results. Autoencoder hidden layer node numbers are selected as ½ L u and are trained using MATLAB neural network toolbox with default values except for sparsity regularization term which is selected as 4 instead of default 1 to emphasis sparsity in the encoder. We have experimented on the full 85 data sets, containing time series data of very different properties, to assess the generality of the autoencoder based method. We denote the different cases with the respective input representation and sparsity index, e.g. CWT 3 denotes the outputs of a trained autoencoder with u ¼ 3 (length of data is reduced to a third of the original length) and CWT transformed time series as input.
We use the normalized precision to quantify the performance, such that precision in the first round of RF with NN is normalized to 100 and all the other precision values are scaled respectively. The normalization is performed for each dataset and transformation (each u case is also considered a new transformation since the data input for the RF system changes) separately to illustrate the effect of RF more discretely. The results provided in Table 3 demonstrate that diverse retrieval methods achieve similar accuracy improvements with the encoded data. We also observe that even though we reduce the data into a much reduced form in the u ¼ 9 case the diverse RF system is still working with graceful degradations instead of a sudden breakdown in performance. Precision improvements for the TOTAL representation are also on a similar scale.
The average precision levels (scaled to 100) over all of the datasets are provided in Table 4 with respective methods for the third RF round. We can see that autoencoded features are performing without significant losses until u ¼ 6 value except for SAX-Bitmap case which is considered important since the data is reduced to 16.7 percent of its original size. The relatively close results are mainly due to the averaging of the significant number of high performing databases in the dataset which are evident in Fig. 5 .
We note the performance of the TOTAL representation which increases its performance as it gets sparser and outperforms all the other configurations, supporting the expectation that the autoencoder can remove unnecessary features from the representations and amplify the useful features directly by training on the data. We also looked at the lowest performing 15 datasets (which have precision levels below 70 percent after 3 rounds RF with the NN method), i.e., cases that need most improvements. The results for this subset are provided in Fig. 12 under different transformations and methods for the third RF iteration. We present the results for NN and CBD 2 with u ¼ 6 autoencoders to illustrate the general case based on our previous findings. The performance increases are visible for these datasets more explicitly with CBD 2 for TOTAL 6 approximately the upper bound and the base case NN with TS is the lower bound for performance. We can see from the figure that the proposed transformations, autoencoder structure and the diverse retrieval methods can increase the accuracy considerably with nearly 0.20 point improvement (around one-third increase relatively).
We illustrate the findings for query precisions and individual queries, over Large Kitchen Appliances and Worms datasets, to get more insights on the problem and the proposed approach. The method returns diverse results in the first RF iteration, which directs the system for subsequent iterations. We see that the queries are performing better under the CWT/FFT transformations which identify more distinguishable features in these cases. We also observe that, encoded TOTAL 6 representation can distinguish the better performing transformation and amplifies it to increase the retrieval performance. This is depicted in Fig. 11 in which we plotted how the performance of individual queries change with respect to retrieval method (NN versus CBD 2 ) and transformation (TS versus TOTAL 6 ). If the precision in the first round of RF is very low for the query, diversity RF has a minimal positive effect. The highest gains are seen in the middle range of precision (0.2-0.7) where there is room for improvement and enough information for the RF mechanism to work. It is also evident that choice of representation can change the end result significantly for all query cases.
Runtime Performance
We present the runtime performance of the methods, initially with the times of the transformations into different representations. The computation platform is MATLAB running on a Windows 10 with Intel i7 4720HQ 2.6 GHz processor and 16 GB of RAM. The accumulated runtime for all the 85 datasets is provided in Table 5 . SAX-Bitmap transformation is the slowest transform with a significant difference. We think that this is mainly due to very efficient FFT libraries available in MATLAB which is also used extensively in CWT transformation code.
We also examined how the training time of the autoencoder varies with respect to u parameter and to different transformations. The results for all the datasets summed up is provided in Table 6 . We observe that training time increases with the length of encoded data. This is expected since the length of the time series affects the number of nodes and the total number of weights in the network which directly affects the total training times.
The total experiment runtime (over all the datasets total) is provided in Table 7 with respect to different retrieval methods, sparsity index(u) and transformation methods. We note the significant reduction in runtime for autoencoded data in which some cases we have 7 fold decrease with respect to full time series data. Each transformation has a different runtime performance which depends on the length of the transformed time series, which is expected, as mentioned in Section 3.2 (Average length for different transformation is as follows: TS: 422.2, CWT : 564.3, SAX: 256.0, FFT : 212.0, TOTAL: 1454.5). We also see that the diversificiation methods, MMR and CBD, have comparable runtime performances.
CONCLUSION
Even though combinations of diversity and RF have been explored in the field of information retrieval, they have not attracted enough attention for time series analytics. We have explored the use of diverse relevance feedback over timeseries that are summarized using autoencoders. The gains in terms of efficiency by autoencoding and in terms of accuracy by relevance feedback provide a promising solution that could increase user satisfaction in time series retrieval applications. Experimental results from 85 real data sets demonstrate that regardless of the representation, even with a relatively simple RF model, user feedback increases retrieval accuracy, even in just one iteration. Further accuracy improvements are achieved when diversity within the result set is used for RF in many of the cases. The clustering-based diversity method, without any rigorous parameter optimization, performed better in terms of overall precision. Fine tuning of the diversity balance according to the dataset properties and user objectives can further extend the improvements. The analysis of the results provided evidence in favor of result diversification performing better in relatively non-separable data cases which are the challenging cases. The user feedback can also be used for online selection of the representation by dividing the result list presented to the user and amplifying the suitable representations for the next round. Results show that representation feedback diversifies the result set implicitly because of the use of various representations, which in turn improves the precision even in a case of simple nearest neighbor retrieval. We studied the use of autoencoder type neural networks to enhance the accuracy of time series retrieval and analyzed it within our setting. The data and the computational load on the retrieval engine have been reduced significantly. An autoencoder trained with combinations of representations as input has yielded meaningful performance improvements which shows the potential of this approach.
Use of autoencoder, and even stacked-autoencoders with larger datasets, to extract useful representations is a potential direction for future work. Different structures of autoencoders can be studied in the context of time series retrieval and analytics. 
